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Get started 
In this set of steps you'll create a new CaseComplete project that has a vision document, a 

context diagram, and an initial set of actors and use cases. 

Create a project 

First things first, create a project to hold your use cases and requirements. 

Select File / New, then choose a Local or Shared project. 

A shared project allows multiple team members to contribute to the same project 

If you're just starting out, choose Local (you can always share it later if you want) 

Learn more about shared projects 

 

Set the vision and scope 

Before you start defining requirements, project stakeholders need to agree on the business 

goals and the scope of the system under development. A vision document is a great place to 

record this information. CaseComplete provides a Word template to help you get started, or 

you can attach your own document as a related document (see how). 

Next, create a context diagram that shows the external actors (people or hardware systems) 

that provide inputs to the system or receive outputs from the system. A context diagram further 

defines the scope of your system and gets you started thinking about actors and their goals. 

Example 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brainstorm for primary actors and their goals 

Describing primary actors in a system puts a focus on who will use the system and how it will 

be used, so it's a natural precursor to identifying use cases. An actor is anyone or anything that 
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interacts with your system. Actors can be human (defined by a role such as Bank Customer, 

not a specific person), or non-human such as hardware or software systems. 

During brainstorming sessions, you may want to select View / Quick Entry View to quickly 

add actors and descriptions: 

 

Add goals for each actor - the things they need to accomplish while using the system. Use 

simple 2 or 3 word verb-noun phrases such as "Make Payments". A quick way to add goals for 

the selected actor is via the bulleted list in the Goals tab found at the bottom of the main 

window: 
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Questions that reveal actors: 

Who initiates events in the system?  

Who or what interacts with the system?  

Are there reporting interfaces?  

Are there system administrators?  

Are there legacy systems?  

Are there external hardware or software systems?  

Are there external systems that need to be informed of events in the system? 

Are there external systems that provide information?  

Who starts and stops the system?  

Who does user and security management?  

Is there a monitoring process?  

How are software updates performed?  

Is 'time' an actor because the system does something in response to a time event?  

Who evaluates system activity and performance?  

Who evaluates system logs? 

 

Identify the first set of use cases 

Create use cases from actor goals 

Use Tools / Use Cases from Goals (take me there) to create your first set of use cases from 

the actor goals you've defined so far. Keep in mind that there isn't necessarily a 1 to 1 

correspondence between actor goals and use cases. 

Describe each use case 

Add 2 to 6 sentences in the description to remind people what's going on in the use case. 

State the purpose, describe the major behaviors, and indicate the result when the use case is 

successful. 

Add, subtract and merge use cases 

Writing use cases is a process of discovery so you'll be modifying your set of use cases as you 

gain a greater understanding of the system. When creating new use cases, use 2 or 3 word 

verb-noun phrases, such as Evaluate Loan. 
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Tips on finding use cases 

Consider inputs and outputs to the system: every input must have a use case to do something 

with it, and every output must have a use case to produce it 

What causes someone to interact with the system? 

When does the system need to produce something? 

What signals the system to do something? 

Consider different levels of use cases: summary, user goal and subfunction. 

Create a use case diagram 

Create a use case diagram if you’d like to show a visual overview of related use cases and 

actors:  

Then drag and drop items from the project browser into the diagram. Add boxes to indicate 

groupings or convey other information:  
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When you drop shapes into the diagram, arrows will automatically be drawn between related 

items in the diagram. To bring in related shapes that aren't already in the diagram, use the 

shape's context menu: 

 

Consider user stories 

Create user stories from actor goals 

A user story is a short description of a feature, written from the perspective of the user. Stories 

are similar to use cases, but don't contain detailed steps and scenarios. 

On some projects, you might not need the detail found in a use case. Or you might choose to 

start with user stories, then evolve to use cases as needed. 

Use Tools / User Stories from Goals (take me there) to create your first set of user stories 

from the actor goals you've defined so far. Keep in mind that there isn't necessarily a 1 to 1 

correspondence between actor goals and stories. 

Describe each story 

A good user story is short and captures some functionality that is valuable to a stakeholder. 

Using the quick-entry view helps make sure you're not writing stories that are too long and 

complex. 
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Add acceptance criteria 

Capture details and assumptions about each story in its acceptance criteria. Together, these 

criteria can be used to test whether a story has been implemented. 

Lay stories out on a diagram 

Traditionally, stories are written on index cards. The cards can be grouped and sorted in order 

to help you plan your project. 
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Organize your project 
Perform these steps throughout the lifetime of your project to keep your project organized. 

Create packages 

As your list of project items grow, group them into packages. A package is very similar to a 

folder on your computer. (If you're wondering why we call them packages, it's because that's 

what UML calls them). 

Create a package 

Use the button on the Home tab, or right click on any existing package in the project browser: 

  

You'll be presented with a dialog to choose a package name and a file name (these can be 

different if you'd like) and select the ID format: 
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Saving a package to its own file is optional, but it's important for shared projects since it allows 

team members to simultaneously work on the same project by checking out packages for 

editing. Learn more about working in teams. 

If you choose to save it in its own file, choose a unique prefix or starting number so that IDs for 

items in this package don't overlap with IDs from other packages. If you ever change your 

mind, choose Tools / Renumber to select a different prefix or starting number. 

Move items into your package 

OK, you've got a package now, but it's empty. Move existing items into your new package 

using drag and drop... 

 

...Or by selecting 1 or more items and using the context menu: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://casecomplete.zendesk.com/forums/20127618-working-in-teams
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Filter by package 

Select a package in the navigation bar (seen here) or the project browser to show only the 

items belonging to that package: 

 

Any new items that you create will automatically get added to the currently selected package. 

Learn more about project navigation in a video quick tip). 

Strategies for choosing packages 

Create a package for each actor. 

Break your project into functional areas, such as Billing, Inventory Management, Shipping, etc. 

Create packages per team member. 

Packages can own other packages with no limit to how deeply they can be nested. 

 

Create and maintain a dictionary 

A dictionary holds two types of entries: 

Definitions to help reduce miscommunication between stakeholders. 

Domain objects and their fields. Example: an Address has a Street, City, State and Postal 

code. 

Create dictionary package(s) 

Any package can hold dictionary entries, however you may want to create one or more 

packages that contain dictionary entries exclusively. Create a dictionary package just as you 

create any other package (described above). 

Add entries to the dictionary 

An easy way to add a new dictionary entry is to do it right in the text editor: 

https://casecomplete.zendesk.com/entries/20977393-video-quicktip-the-package-filter-toolbar
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Once added, the term will automatically change color to indicate it's a dictionary entry. Note: 

other text that already refers to the entry you just created won't change color until the next time 

you edit that text. 

You may also add entries by right clicking in the dictionary list or on a package in the project 

browser. 

Add fields to a dictionary entry 

Add fields to document data associated with a dictionary entry. First, select a dictionary entry 

and then right click anywhere in the Fields tab found at the bottom of the main window: 

 

Add constraints to a field 

Add constraints to specify valid inputs for a field (see screenshot above, select Edit 

constraints). Examples: 

Field is required 

Valid values are Red, Green or Blue 

50 characters maximum 
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Add supplemental information 

All major items (use cases, actors, packages, etc.) can hold notes, issues and related 

documents. Add these via the tabs along the bottom after selecting an item, or on the item's 

details form: 

Notes 

Notes can be anything you want to remember regarding the item, such as reminders, reviewer 

comments, changes made to the item, etc. CaseComplete will show the date that the note is 

created. 

Issues 

When you encounter questions that can't immediately be answered or topics that need 

clarification, add them to the issues section.  

Issues for the selected item appear in the tabs along the bottom, while the aggregate list of 

issues appears in the Issues tab. From either location, you can open the details form for the 

issue via the context menu: 

 

This will allow you to record additional details about the issue, such as a description of its 

resolution when the issue is closed. 

Related Documents 

Attach external documentation or URLs to the selected item by right clicking in the related 

documents section, or by dragging in a file from Windows Explorer. Here are a few examples 

of documents you might attach: 

Documents that contain background material, source documentation, or information about 

legacy systems 

Word documents that contain tabular data 

Visio documents 

A picture or screenshot using any standard image file format 

When generating a Word report, you have the option to include the contents of the document 

into your report for many document types including Word, Visio, and images files. 
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Develop your use cases 
It's time to start adding details to your use cases. You will be describing the flow of the use 

case when everything goes as expected, as well as documenting failure conditions. Don't get 

too caught up in the technical aspects of use cases - just concentrate on writing simple prose 

that's easy to read and communicates your ideas. 

Add preconditions and guarantees 

Preconditions describe what we think is true before the use case executes, for example the 

completion of a prior use case. They help define the scope of the use case. 

Add preconditions on the Details tab of the use case details form. Add one precondition per 

line. Examples from an ATM system: 

Customer has an ATM card and PIN. 

ATM is online and in service. 

Bank welcome screen is displayed 

Likewise, add success guarantees which describe what happened as a result of successful 

completion of the use case. Examples: 

The email was sent. 

The file was saved.  

 

Write the main success scenario 

Next, write the main success scenario, the actions performed in order to accomplish the use 

case goal. First, describe the most common flow of events where nothing goes wrong (you'll 

describe failure conditions and alternative flows later on when you write extensions). 

Steps often take on one of these 3 forms: 

An interaction using actor/verb phrases: Customer swipes card. System displays options. 

A validation: System validates password. 

An internal change: System updates account balance. 

Tips to keep your main success scenario clean and simple 

Don't use "check whether" phrases or "if then else" statements. Instead use a validation as 

described above. Assume the validation succeeds in the main success scenario and handle 

failures in the extensions. 

Keep user interface details out of the scenario. Besides cluttering your steps with too much 

detail, you shouldn't be making any assumptions about your user interface at this point. Focus 

on the goal (e.g. customer chooses desired language), not how it's accomplished (customer 

selects the language option from the main dropdown list). 

file:///C:/Users/rtravers/Documents/Visual%20Studio%202010/Projects/CaseComplete/CaseComplete/UCTool/bin/x86/Debug/Html/Roadmap.htm
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Keep data definitions out of the use case and instead use dictionary entries with fields. (See 

Create and maintain a dictionary). 

Use the Tab key to indent a step (i.e. create a sub-step) and Shift+Tab to move a nested step 

out. Use Ctrl+Arrow to reorder steps. These options are also available on the context menu. 

 

Write extensions 

Use extensions to document what should happen when things go wrong or when the actor 

takes a different path through the use case. An extension consists of a condition that the 

system can detect (e.g. timeout waiting for a password) followed by a list of steps to handle the 

condition. 

Write the extensions 

Start by brainstorming for extensions. Here are some ideas to help you get started: 

Alternate success path 

Incorrect behavior by primary actor 

Inaction by primary actor 

Validation needed 

Lack of response from supporting actor 

Incorrect response from supporting actor 

Internal failure of the system 

Critical performance failure of the system 

To create an extension, select the step in the main success scenario where the extension 

occurs, and press Ctrl+E (or use the context menu). The extension and step numbers will stay 

in sync as other steps are added or removed. 

Press Alt+E to create an extension that can happen at any time during the flow of events. 

These are denoted with an asterisk. 

Write the extension handling steps 

Next, start writing the steps that occur in response to each condition. If the system responds 

the same way for two conditions, merge them together. Example: In an ATM system, Card 

inserted upside down, and Card Damaged might both be handled by a more generic condition, 

ATM can't read card. 

A phrase such as Continue at step 3.1 in the extension's last step will join the extension back 

up with the main success scenario. That number will automatically be adjusted as steps are 

added or removed to the main success scenario. 

file:///C:/Users/rtravers/Documents/Visual%20Studio%202010/Projects/CaseComplete/CaseComplete/UCTool/bin/x86/Debug/Html/Roadmap.htm
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Generate an activity diagram 

To get a visual representation of the steps and their extensions, right click on a use case and 

select Generate Activity Diagram. If you add or remove steps after creating the diagram, 

regenerate the diagram in the same manner. 

 

Move complex flows to their own use case 

Move steps into their own sub-use case when: 

A set of steps is used by multiple use cases, for example logging into the system. 

A use case is too long, making it hard to understand. Generally, the main success scenario 

should be about 3 to 10 steps. 

Extension steps need their own extensions. 

To move steps into a new use case, select the steps and right click on one of them. In this 

example, we'll move 3 steps and their extensions to a new use case to handle logging in: 

 

 

CaseComplete replaces the steps you moved out with a reference to the new use case. You 

may Ctrl+Click on the ID reference to navigate to the new use case: 

file:///C:/Users/rtravers/Documents/Visual%20Studio%202010/Projects/CaseComplete/CaseComplete/UCTool/bin/x86/Debug/Html/Roadmap.htm
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To reference the Log In use case again, press Ctrl+L or use the context menu when editing 

any text. When a reference appears in a step or extension as above, it's treated as an included 

use case. Included use cases are also useful in summary use cases. They are shown in use 

case diagrams with a dashed arrow: 

 

Enhance the picture 
At this point, you've got some use cases that are fairly detailed, and probably some that aren't 

quite as far along. It's time to start adding requirements, screen mockups, and test cases. 

Identify non-functional requirements and business rules 

Use cases describe the behavioral requirements of the system from the actor's point of view. 

But, that's only part of the story because they don't describe non-functional requirements, 

things like business rules and quality requirements. 

Add requirements 

Add a requirement using the toolbar button or by right clicking on a package. In addition, you 

can right click on any selected text to create a requirement from that text. Set the type of the 

requirement in the properties window or the details form. Choices for type include business 

rule and performance, or you can specify your own custom type. 

Add child requirements 

Create a child (aka nested) requirement by right clicking on a requirement and selecting Add 

child requirement. To nest an existing requirement, drag and drop it on the desired parent. To 

move a child requirement back to the top level, drag and drop it on a package. 

Link requirements to other items 

You can reference requirements from use cases, dictionary entries and other requirements. 

For example, reference the requirement, Response time must be less than 2 seconds, from all 

the use cases where it's applicable. Doing this will help when testing your use cases because 

you'll have the list of requirements that must be met. 

Create a reference in one of two ways: 

Drag and drop 1 or more requirements onto a use case, or vice versa. 

Use Shift+drag when creating a reference between requirements; otherwise you'll end up 

creating a child relationship 

Use the Select requirements dialog from the details form. 

file:///C:/Users/rtravers/Documents/Visual%20Studio%202010/Projects/CaseComplete/CaseComplete/UCTool/bin/x86/Debug/Html/Roadmap.htm
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Consider these attributes when brainstorming for non-functional requirements 

 

Attributes important to users: Attributes important to developers: 
Availability 

Efficiency 

Flexibility 

Integrity 

Interoperability 

Reliability 

Robustness 

Usability 

Performance 

Scalability 

Maintainability 

Portability 

Reusability 

Testability 

 

 

Add screen mockups 

As mentioned earlier, your use cases should be free from user interface details as much as 

possible. Instead of describing the user interface in the use case steps, create screen 

mockups. 

Create a diagram 

First, create a diagram attached to the item that you're describing the user interface for. All of 

the main item types (use cases, actors, etc.) can own diagrams. 

Add Shapes 

Select the UI Shapes library for a set of shapes such as buttons and dropdown lists. Add them 

to your diagram by dragging them in. Save any custom shapes you create to your own shape 

library so you can use them in any diagram. Learn how. 

Link diagrams together 

You can simulate screen flow by linking diagrams together. Drag a diagram from the project 

browser and drop on any shape or empty area in diagram: 

 

 

 

file:///C:/Users/rtravers/Documents/Visual%20Studio%202010/Projects/CaseComplete/CaseComplete/UCTool/bin/x86/Debug/Html/Roadmap.htm
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When you hover over a shape that links to another diagram, you'll be given the opportunity to 

navigate to it: 

 

 

Create test cases 

Use Cases serve as a great foundation for your functional testing. By adding guidance to your 

use cases such as the procedures and inputs needed to complete various tests and a 

description of the expected results, you can create detailed test plans. 

Create a test scenario 

Create a test scenario from the project browser, or in the use case details form:  

Edit the test scenario 

Add procedures, inputs and expected results to steps and extensions of the use case. Do this 

from either of two locations: 

1) Directly in the use case details form: 

 

file:///C:/Users/rtravers/Documents/Visual%20Studio%202010/Projects/CaseComplete/CaseComplete/UCTool/bin/x86/Debug/Html/Roadmap.htm
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2) Or in the test scenario details form. Open the test scenario details form from the use case 

details form, or from the project browser: 

The test scenario details form allows you to add procedures and expected results as above. In 

addition, it lets you edit other properties of the test scenario, such as its description and 

priority, and lets you add notes, issues and related documents. 

Add references to screen mockups 

If you've created screen mockups, you may want to reference them either in the use case's 

steps, or in the test scenario's procedures and expected results (right click / Insert Diagram 

Reference). By doing so, when you upload tests to TFS (via the Connect tab), images of the 

diagrams will be uploaded as attachments to the test case. 

Create more test scenarios 

Each use case can own any number of test scenarios. You may want to create one for each 

possible flow through the use case, for example, one for each extension. Or you may want to 

keep your test scenarios more general, for example, create one for success scenarios, one for 

user input errors, and one for failure conditions. It's up to you how granular your test scenarios 

are. 

You should also create test scenarios for your requirements. Example: for a business rule 

requirement that deals with collecting taxes from a customer, you might have a test scenario 

that identifies which countries and states to test for. You create test scenarios for requirements 

in the same manner that you create them for use cases. 

 

Share your content 
Solicit feedback from other stakeholders throughout your project's lifecycle. Share your 

requirements by generating reports, publishing to Requirements.cc, or exporting to another 

application. 
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Generate reports 

Select the type of report and the content 

There are many built-in report templates to choose from. To generate a complete specification 

of your project in one document, use the Project Specification Word report. Other templates 

allow you to report on a specific kind of item, such as the Issues or Requirements reports. 

Most templates allow you to report on a subset of your project. For example, when generating 

a use case report, you have the option to include all use cases, just those currently selected in 

the use case list, or just those belonging to a specific package: 

 

Create a custom report 

Reports are fully customizable, allowing you to make customizations such as including your 

company's logo, changing the layout, or changing what information is shown. The instructions 

for customizing a report are beyond the scope of this roadmap, but it's not as hard as you 

might think. Learn how to get started. 

 

Publish to Requirements.cc 

Requirements.cc is the place to securely publish, share, and get feedback on requirements 

you've created with CaseComplete. It's a cloud-based application, so your requirements will be 

accessible from anywhere. Learn more at http://requirements.cc. 

Upload your project 

Click Connect / Requirements.cc. You'll be given the opportunity to create an account on 

Requirements.cc if you don't already have one. 

Share with others 

Requirements.cc is secure, so only the people you choose to share your project with will have 

access to it. Most pages on Requirements.cc have a share button: . Click it to create a 

private URL for the page you're currently viewing. The URL will expire after a given number of 

days (you decide), and you may optionally specify a password, so you don't have to worry 

about it ever getting into the wrong hands. 

Give the URL to anyone you want. They will be able to view your content and add comments 

even if they don't use CaseComplete or have a Requirements.cc account. 
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Create a history of changes 

Each time you upload your project, anything that changed from the previous upload will be 

recorded. You will be able to see what items were changed, added or deleted, and see the 

specific changes made to each item. 

Create a poll 

Most projects have too much to do in too little time. If you need to cut or delay features, create 

a poll for your stakeholders to get guidance on which are most important. 

You can create polls to solicit feedback for many different aspects, such as which use cases 

will be most difficult to implement, or which ones are most confusing so will need more work. 

Learn more about polls. 

 

Export 

See the Export section under the Connect tab to see the various export formats supported. If 

you have an application that isn't listed, see if it supports import via Excel. If so, you can easily 

create a custom Excel report to put the data in the format expected by your application. 
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